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About This Game

Shadows Peak is an atmospheric, open-world horror game focused on exploration that doesn't hold your hand.

The main focus of the game is on the atmosphere, story, and exploration. Unlike most horror games, Shadows Peak allows you
to explore large environments and progress through the game in a non-linear way.

You play as the writer Tom Blair who has decided to visit a mysterious place called Shadows Peak to gather materials for a new
book about legends. A number of people have gone missing in Shadows Peak. Some people claim that they saw something that

they shouldn’t have been able to see there and, of course, there are some dark legends surrounding this place.

Key Features

Large environments

Non-linear gameplay

No hand holding

Mysterious story
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Haunting atmosphere

Gamepad support for 50 controllers
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Title: Shadows Peak
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Andrii Vintsevych
Publisher:
Andrii Vintsevych
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad, Intel Core 2 Duo e8500

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 graphics card with 512Mb Video RAM: GeForce 8800 GTS, GT 630, GT 740M, ATI Radeon HD 2600,
Intel HD 4600 and above

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: For 30 fps on 1280x720 resolution, using minimum graphics quality settings.

English,Russian,French,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,German,Korean
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I think it captures most of the essence of the original Death Track.

That being said, it does have flaws and definitely could use more work - the missing multiplayer mode is a prime example.
The "storyline" mode is interesting at best, it doesn't seem to mesh with the actual game, even if you win all the time, others are
seen celebrating and having accidents.

The game itself is simple - race fast and try to get to the finish line first. Someone in your way? You've got two forward-
directed weapons to take care of that. Sprinkle a few mines or spikes behind you to keep others from overtaking you.

There are a few weapons systems to choose from, and each can have three upgrades. Not quite what the original had, but good
enough.
Several cars can be bought - if you win often enough.

To get more cash blow up stuff - the track is littered with explosives, strategically deposited for maximum carnage. Doing so
will also grant you boons - invulnerability, speed boost, etc...
The same boons can also be picked up as power-up during the race itself. They'll not wait for you, though - the move about, left
to right or up and maybe down.

All in all its a fun game. Fast racing, lots of explosions, good music. A feature that I personally like very much is the announcer,
who comments your driving, for example when you take first position with the rest in hot pursuit, he may comment with an
enthusiastic "You're leading the pack!".. Most Viwe games works fine with Oculus rift, but not this one.
The controllers are non intuitive.
Zoom\/scaling\/rotate controlling, kinda works but is really struggling.
The placement of towers do really suck! 80% of the shoots miss because of that really frustrating crossbow\/shooting interface.
I hope this is fixed since the game overall looks promising.
But until then, I'm gonna avoid this.. Extremely bad sound quality: does not actually contain the song "2 Minutes to Midnight"..
Very nice, but strange locomotive. Nice to drive, just don't drive it with a Autocoach, the doors just glitch out!. The ones who
released this in Steam need to polish the game a bit further. I could remember my childhood days back when I played this
'04-'03. Internet in the Philippines then was accessed through a dialup modem, and the DSL was fairly new back then, this was
the time I got into the game quite avidly.
The ones who released this (can't refer to them as devs, as I'm aware this one's a private server) need to polish it all up.
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Steam needs to fix their buggy Media player! It crashes and freezes all the time! I would love to enjoy my purchased movies but
its just a hassle.
Valve plz fix

/sad ghost in the shell fanatic. This was my most anticpated game in the series to get an english translation, and I can say I'm
very pleased with how the game plays out.

If you've invested lots of time into the other games and think you're hot♥♥♥♥♥♥at Princess Maker, jumping into PM3 blind
may very well throw you for a loop. There are a lot of changes from the games that precede, and succeed it.

It has some unique mechanics, some of which will make you wish the future games kept, and some at the very worst, make PM3
stand out from the other games in the series which as good as they are, sometimes are a bit too similiar.

Two thumbs up for any fan of the series, and a recommendation for anyone interested in the series.. A general fun casual game.
Sorta stressful and sorta relaxing.
Only complaint was the lack of a inventory quick bar, so there was a lot of needless clicking through the inventoy menu..
WIEEEEEERD
. A classic you simply got to love.. It's an interesting game to say the least. Though I don't think I'll complete it. I get too
invested.. Sometimes I don't know whether to go left or right.. this game need update really badly. Lost Dimension is a fun and
tactical SRPG with a few twists. Most notably, characters are controlled manually during combat. The gameplay is similar to
games such as Hogs of War, Valkyria Chronicles and Sakura Wars. Interestingly, the developer of Lost Dimension previously
worked on Etrian Odyssey games; this is reflected by the fact that every character in Lost Dimension has an Etrian Odyssey
style skill tree. Battles are quick, but enjoyable. The faster you clear them, the higher your rank will be at the end of a stage. In
between battles, you need to figure out who is a traitor in your party and try to eliminate them. The traitors are randomized in
every playthrough, though a specific character will always die in the first chapter of your first playthrough. The game is a lot of
fun, but it is not very difficult. On the other hand, S ranking every stage can provide a bit of challenge. I clocked in about 20
hours during my first playthrough.

The story is complicated. Unfortunately, it is not well explained during your first playthrough. Much of the story is locked away
behind hidden dossiers and a new game+ “true ending.” If you have the patience to unlock that stuff, Lost Dimension contains a
pretty neat story with enjoyable characters.

Overall, Lost Dimension has a few flaws, but is a very underrated gem. If you like SRPGs, especially ones in which you
manually control characters and need to consider your positioning carefully, Lost Dimension is worth the price. I would give it a
4/5. Although a few flaws prevent it from being an absolute masterpiece, the fundamental gameplay mechanics are fantastic.
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